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Analytical Developments in Reprocessing at the CEA (*)

Michel BUFFEREAU

Department of Applied Chemistry and Analytical Research

Analytical developments in reprocessing, which are based on extensive basic
research, are aimed at fulfilling current requirements of R&D laboratories,
pilot plants and industrial plants. They are also intended to propose and
provide new opportunities.
On-line measurements are a long term goal. One must be confident of their
outcome. New equipment and procedures must be tested and their
specifications determined, first at the laboratory level, and then in a pilot
plant. In this respect we are considering equipment which will be in
operation in the ATALANTE laboratories. And APM is also both a necessary
and useful resource.
However, many measurements must still be done and will continue to have
to be done in analytical laboratories. Along with the improvement of
accuracy the main developments aim at reducing manpower requirements
and effluents and waste releases.

•Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique - French Atomic Energy Commission



Research and development work implies the existence of a strong
chemical and physical-chemical analytical support The aim of this support
is to provide all the data required for the carrying out and the
interpretation of the experiments and tests.

This is true both for the laboratory and the pilot plant involved in
R&D.

Up to now the industrial installations are to be considered as large
pilot plants where the tendency is to supply them with all the conventional
tools of the R&D facilities. If one adds to this, some of the duplications
required for safety reasons and the checking of the specifications, that is
essential to ensure the smooth running of the plant, it can be seen that the
analytical support is too cumbersome and too expensive. It really is a
paradox that some plant laboratories have more effective and sophisticated
equipment than the laboratories responsible for supporting R&D work.

Should the good control of an industrial process continue to be based
on cumbersome and costly analytical support ? In as much as one can
determine the correlation between the control of a process and the signals
from the detectors is it not possible to envisage reducing the role of the
plant laboratory ? How can one, at least» reduce the cost of the work of the
latter?

These elementary observations can not only give a direction to the
analytical developments with respect to reprocessing but can also lead to a
reexamination of the way that analytical support is used in a plant, though
knowing very well, that if one could do without it, it would have
disappeared long ago.

Plant requirements

Detectors and in-line measurements:

Traditionally the role of the plant laboratory is to provide the control
room with data that make effective operation of the facility possible. There
is, necessarily, a delay between the expression and the fulfillment of a
requirement. This delay can be more or less acceptable. It may be necessary
to re-record (rewrite) the data received and to process them before they can
be used.

Obviously, everything is in favour of the direct delivery of the
required data to the control room and of in-line analysis. Generally the time
dependence of the phenomena concerned is such that the response time can
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be slow (several minutes). Then there is no need on of advance equipment
able of submicrosecond performance.

Like the measurements, active or passive, of radioactivity - since we
have the good fortune to work with radioactive products - the
measurements of some parameters such as temperature, flow rate, pressure
or density are not sufficient. We must first determine a correlation between
the observed signal and a specification of a process element It is also
necessary to ascertain the characteristic drifts of these detectors.(or sensors)
This implies interrelations between the detectors, assuming that they do not
all change in the same way, and that these interrelations can be interpreted.
One can see the need for detectors with a much more specific response : pH,
concentration ... and, for the calibration of the detectors, some "standard
measurement" points. These can be in the plant or can make up one of the
laboratory stations. It is clear that the less the detectors will be capable of
providing the required signals for the control of the process and the less
advanced the modelling of the process, the more measuring points are to be
needed. Such a modelling, used in the control operation, is intended to use
the correlations between the signal received and the state of a process
element. On-line analysis and modelling are the two main elements of an
efficient control operation.

This takes us, apparently, far from analysis and the strictly analytical
developments necessary for a plant Not at all, one Une measurements and
modelling are closely bound.

The problem is complex and still far from being completely resolved.
In effect either one must accept to reproduce all that has been developed in
studying the process, and the analytical support will remain cumbersome
and expensive. Or, one has, at an early stage, to establish an overall picture
of the operations control program in order to identify the detectors that
need to be developed, to define the standard measurement points, etc. It is
only at the end of a complete study of a process that one can go back and
critically examine the operations control program and derive the detector
specifications. If the procedure always followed this chronology it is clear
that there would be no, or few, detectors. This makes it easy to understand
one of the reasons for the difficulties of in-line analysis.

Plant laboratory

The role of the plant laboratory could and should be limited to aspects
related to the accuracy of the detector signals, to the follow-up of transition
periods and to some evaluations, in particular for the commercially
important finished products. This latter is important because the quality of
these products is a measure of how well the plant is running and thus can
give information on the details of its operation (saveguards). But, the



laboratory is seen to be burdened with onerous tasks that are expensive and
result in the production of effluents and waste releases.

This situation is due to a number of reasons. We do not have all the
necessary types of detectors (will they be available one day?). We do not
have a sufficiently accurate model of the operation that can be completely
trusted, especially during transition periods (start-ups, shutdowns, product
changes, modifications of the control orders ...). And we do not have an in-
depth reexamination of the accuracy required for each measurement (is it
always necessary to want to have the "highest accuracy").

Detectors that are able to ensure a direct follow-up of the process !
Yes, if one knows how to develop them; but it is still necessary, as we have
just seen, to have a minimum of specifications in order to know what must
be done.

In-line analysis must avoid trying to reproduce what is usually done
in the laboratory ; this has already been shown in a few individual cases,
but a long time will be required before it will be general and the more that
the majority of the equipment to be controlled is inaccessible the greater
must be the reliability and the lifetime of the analytical instruments. The
laboratory has still an important function but it has to change profoundly
and the criteria of the results, that it is asked to obtain, have to be critically
re-evaluated.

The major lines of analytical developments for plants:

Design, development and testing of detectors

The concept of detectors introduces, a priori, a notion of passivity ;
the detector is sensitive to the non-induced variation of a property of the
medium to be controlled. This latter can be determined without modification
of the medium if the measurement is completely non-intrusive, this is, in
particular, the case of the measurement of neutrons and gamma rays, if they
are sufficiently penetrating (meaning they can go through the wall of the
vessels or pipes). A thermal flux can sometimes be determined non-
intrusively.

One can also imagine that the barrier that is transparent in the
preceding cases could be become transparent for other phenomena. This
means that 'port holes' will have to be installed at well-defined points.
Apart from the question of sealing there is that of the longevity of the
initially established transparence. In this case the measurement is semi-
intrusive. Finally, it is possible to envisage detectors directly in contact with
the medium. this implies intrusion and sealing problems.

The variation of a property of the medium to be controlled can be also
induced without having the perturbation affect the process adversely.



For the systems which will be called active the preceding remarks can
be also applied.

The question which arises is to know whether the ensemble, the
detector and the associated equipment» have to be close or not to the
measuring point Owing to fiber optics we know how to transport some
electromagnetic radiations ; but only some !

Two considerations must be aded to the above ; one is related to
whether the flow is derived or not, the other to how representative is the
part of the medium submitted to examination. From a practical standpoint
the derived flow leads to complications with high capital costs and poses the
second question. The problem of representative sampling which takes us far
from the present context. For accessibility reasons some measurement
techniques are not allowed, while others, perhaps less specific, will present
unexpected advantages. This assumes analytical engineering that is without
preconceptions and that can call on very different expertises, sometimes
rather far from "classical" analytical chemistry.

Whatever the confidence that a plant operator may have he will
rarely invest in new equipment which has not been demonstrated, thus the
interest in a pilot plant like the APM (Atelier Pilote de Marcoule - Marcoule
pilot plant). There, it is possible, on a convenient scale and for a reasonable
cost» to carry out experiments with measuring systems and to determine
their specifications. The perturbation of the normal course of the operations
has nothing in common with that which one can imagine in an industrial
plant

Design, study and determine the specifications of the materials and
the procedures at the "standard measurement" points installed in the plant

One can envisage that it would be possible, at some points in a plant,
to carry out measurements that can be described as standard. Especially,
because comparisons with known products can be made, thus allowing the
the evaluation of the drifts of the detectors mentioned above. It may also be
necessary, for various reasons, to have the values cross checked or
confirmed at set intervals.

Both on the mechanical and the procedural levels the system is
necessarily more complex than previously, whether or not there is a derived
flow, whether or not samples are taken, the detector (or more generally the
measuring equipment) has to be able to probe the medium to be controlled
and the reference media. Accessibility may introduce additional difficulties.

Redefine the plant laboratory
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Automatisation of the standard methods naturally comes to mind.
Again it is necessary to have a sufficiently continuous flow of samples. An
instrument subjected to too frequent start-ups and shutdowns runs the risk
of being unstable. To keep an instrument in continuous operation only to
ensure its stability may lead to quite unacceptable production of effluents.

The development of new methods to reduce the exposure of the
personnel and the production of effluents and wastes is a lengthy process -
let us note, in passing, that an increase of several orders of magnitude of the
dose limits allows a considerable reduction in radiation protection and, thus,
in the capital and operating costs -.

The results will be obtained progressively. Before being operational
and replacing the previous ones the methods will have to undergo
acceptance tests.

One should take advantage of the possibilities offered by data
processing to redesign the layout of the laboratory and the paths for the
flow of information in the laboratory.

Th* question of R&D facilities

At the level of R&D facilities : laboratories and pilot plants, the
situation is quite different Any experiment that is carried out is subjected
to extensive expertise. Consequently, instrumentation is required for each
experiment, otherwise the operation is both useless and costly. The function
of the analysis must be clearly identified from the start of the preparation
of the experiment Analysis is expensive. No analyses or even insufficient
analyses are still more expensive. This is a commonplace, however, it
deserves to be stated and restated.

The methods to be developed and the objectives can be put in the
following categories:

- simple routine analyses
- analyses requiring highly qualified personnel and complex

equipment
- measurements to define a property or a quantity
- measurements to define the accuracy of a detector or a group of

detectors.

Here again we can identify several lines of development

- the design, study and testing of procedures and materials for
routine simple analyses, i. e. those that can be carried out by personnel that
are not specially qualified and, consequently, reduce the costs of !he
research. This is a preoccupation very close to plants needs. Besides, it is



thus possible to very soon ensure the return of the experiment to the
material and procedures development laboratory.

In our case these are general laboratories (Fontenay-aux-Roses,
Grenoble and Saclay in contact with more fundamental research
laboratories) which benefit from this indispensable return from the
installations ATALANTE (under construction) and APM at Marcoule.

- the identification of the instruments and materials for evaluations is
one thing. In the majority of cases it is convenient to adapt them to each
problem and to ensure the training of the personnel who use them. Owing to
the cost of this equipment an especially judicious choice has to be made. Too
frequently fashion and competition leed to costly and endless
développement.

- the establishment of a strong measurements section. The accuracy of
the measurements must be known. The LAMMAN (Laboratoire de
Métrologie des Matières Nucléaires - Reference Measurement Laboratory for
Nuclear Materials) is a resource that is necessary for both R&D units and the
plants. With its expert knowledge of methods and procedures it can carry
out indispensable evaluations and assessments.

- the testing of detectors and systems This is indispensable and
difficult. Indispensable, since no plant operator will take the risk of
investing significant amounts in untested material. Difficult, since this
testing assumes the provision of typical operating conditions and access to
the equipment where the apparatus that is to be tested will be installed.

It must be recalled that laboratories which design, develop and test
and make measurements are too often led to abandon their work to
participate in the follow-up of experiments in which the analyses needed
have not been well thought out. The specialists who develop new methods
are not necessarily the best fitted to deal with the technological questions
that are still more important in the reprocessing industry than in the
conventional chemical industries.

AU this leads to the development of the concept of analytical
engineering where the ensemble of the measurement is placed in its context.
It is not only a question of doing good work in the laboratory but also of
taking all of the parameters into consideration. These go from the object of
the measurements to the quality demanded, the sampling mode, the
analytical procedure itself, the nature of the reagents and the effluents, the
specifications of the necessary personnel and equipment... to the cost of the
measurement. The concept of analytical engineering is of particular interest
in the case of equipment to be installed in a plant.



Examples of the work being done

Detectors: optodes and transmitted measurements

"Standard" measurement point: hybrid X-ray fluorescence

Automatisation: automatisation of mass spectrometers, automatic data
processing for the instruments

Miscellaneous: voice-controlled operation.

Effluent reduction: direct analysis of flasks by laser spectroscopy and
X-ray fluorescence.

Large testing and measuring equipment : Spark source mass-
spectrometry

and the evaluation of new techniques : laser ablation, Inductively
Coupled Plasma - Mass Spectrometry.


